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Front Cover: The Greens King Mark IV from Marshall Concessionaires offers articulated versatility, more cuts per yard and a versatile range of rollers, brushes, vertical mowers and spikes—all of which have helped it capture 65 per cent of the world market for greens mowers.

Apart from Marshall Concessionaires' Jacobsen range, the company has exclusivity on Bunton, Ryan and JL turfcare machines.
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Professional Groundsmen can now rely on the controlled spraying accuracy of a WALKOVER

When applying liquid Weedkillers, Fertilizers, Fungicides, on lawns and pathways.

Eliminate the use — as storage — of bulky sacks of solid fertilisers, measuring tapes and pegs, watering cans, backpacks and other difficult to calibrate sprayers.

British made WALKOVER is compact and convenient. Applies and distributes lawn care liquids at your walking pace — automatically and economically — and total weedkillers on drives and pathways.

PUMP OPERATES ONLY WHILE MACHINE IS IN MOTION

ECONOMICAL
• Needs no electricity
• Petrol or diesel

Rec Retail Prices:
12" model £55.00 plus VAT
24" model £99.50 plus VAT.

Use WALKOVER for precise application of MAXICROP and other lawn treatment products.

TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED

For illustrated literature and address of nearest stockist, complete and post coupon, S.A.E. appreciated.

WALKOVER LTD., (Dept. Gk 4 )
21 London Rd, Great Shelford,
CAMBRIDGE CB2 5DF. Tel: (0223) 842726

Name: ___________________________
Address: _______________________

Light and easy to handle, accurate, economical.

WALKOVER LTD., 21a London Road, Great Shelford, Cambridge CB2 5DF. Tel: 0223 842726

Controlled even spray covers up to 500 sq. yds. in 10 minutes.

MAXICROP
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